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10W30. 10W40. 15W40. 15W50. 20W50. Vis @ 100Â°C, cSt. 8.2. 10.9. 15.1. 9.1. 10.6. 15.1. 10.7 ... petroleum oils, are not required to manufacture our multigrades. 
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RED LINE SYNTHETIC OIL CORP. 6100 Egret Court, Benicia, CA 94510 USA TEL: (707)745-6100 FAX: (707)745-3214 www.redlineoil.com



Synthetic Motor Oils Red Line Motor Oils are designed to provide the highest degree of protection and cleanliness for your automotive, motorcycle, or marine engine. We use the most stable synthetic components available and formulate our products for wear protection across a wide range of engine operating conditions. Red Line lubricants are unique because they contain PE Polyol Ester base stocks, the only lubricants which can withstand the tremendous heat of modern jet engines. This high-temperature stability makes our motor oil a necessity to properly lubricate a turbocharger or hot-running engine. The synthetic base stocks have a natural multigrade property, which means that large amounts of unstable polymeric thickeners, like those used in petroleum oils, are not required to manufacture our multigrades.



Typical Properties



API Service Class: Viscosity Grade: SAE Vis @ 100°C, cSt Vis @ 40°C, cSt Viscosity Index CCS Viscosity, Poise, @°C HTHS Vis, cP @150°C ASTM D4741 Pour Point, °C Pour Point, °F Flash Point, °C Flash Point, °F NOACK Evaporation Loss, 1hr @ 482°F (250°C), %



0W20 0W30 0W40 5W20 5W30 5W40 10W30 10W40 15W40 15W50 20W50 SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG SM/SG/CF SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG SM/SG/CF SM/SL/SG SM/SL/SG CF CF CF CF CF CJ-4/CI-4 CF CF CJ-4/CI-4 CF CF 0W20 8.2 43 166 55@-35 2.7



0W30 10.9 57 183 56@-35 3.2



0W40 15.1 81 197 57@-35 4.0



5W20 9.1 55 145 50@-30 3.3



5W30 10.6 62 162 60@-30 3.8



5W40 15.1 94 170 55@-30 4.6



10W30 10.7 70 142 65@-25 3.8



10W40 14.6 93 164 65@-25 4.7



15W40 14.5 97 155 65@-20 4.7



15W50 19.6 138 162 65@-20 5.8



20W50 19.8 148 155 50@-15 6.1
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salmon oil salmon oil salmon oil 

Safety seal under the cap for your protection. Do not use if seal is missing or broken. No artificial flavors, colors or preservatives. NOT SOLD IN RETAIL STORES.
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salmon oil salmon oil salmon oil 

manquant ou brisÃ©. NON DISPONIBLE EN MAGASIN. Disponible exclusivement auprÃ¨s des distributeurs GNLD. Distributed by / DistribuÃ© par:.
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Olive Oil 

Laboratory of Food Chemistry and Technology, School of Chemistry, Aristotle ..... Total sterol content of virgin olive oils varies mainly between 1000 mg/kg, which ...... dechelating Substance in Extracts of Chenopodium Album, Plant Physiol.
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Oil Pump 

Page 1. Oil Pump. Disassembly/Reassembly. Prior to reassembling, clean all the parts in solvent, dry them, and apply lubricant to any contact surfaces.
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Erotic Massage Oil Erotic Massage Oil 

Erotic Massage Oil - Arabian Nights. Coriander 3 drops. Frankincense 3 drops. Lime 2 drops. Rose 2 drops. Add to 25ml base oil. From Erotic Aromatherapy by ...
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Olive Oil 

Mar 31, 2006 - 9.48 â€¦ The 4 Med. 80.55 120.00 155.13 192.88 171.33 90.78 112.70. Rest of the World. 7.45. 15.38. 17.63. 15.75 18.00 10.55 141.61. World.
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mineral oil 

If the mineral oil contains additives that react with alkali to form metal soaps, the ... cific manner. Because compounds of sulfur, phosphorus, halogens, and.
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Olive Oil 

On the morning of days 2 and 7 of the intervention and after an overnight fast, 50 ..... Postprandial Thermogenesis and Substrate Oxidation in Postmenopausal ...
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Olive Oil 

cordance with the regulation existing in each country for the production of such an oil in a specific region .... esterifying glycerol with fatty acids. Reextracted Olive ...
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Olive Oil 

Mar 31, 2006 - IOOC Standards include insoluble impurities, some metals and ... processed just after harvesting, show very low values of free acidity. But ... slightly increases. ... Iodine formed is titrated with a standardized solution of ..... wit
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lubricating oil 

The development of vacuum distillation led to a major improvement in both paraffinic and ..... The cloud point is the temperature at which a cloud of wax crystal first appears in a .... salt water present because of leakage from coolers. Because of .
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About oil 

ball bearing into my oil pan, so I'm not completely clear on what the impact tests ... important as Detroit finds themselves selling more trucks than cars. .... Group III. Mineral Oils. Group IV PAOs. Group V. Diesters. Base. Oil. Vis c. ..... actual
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Olive Oil 

Olive transportation and storage should be considered as critical phases for con- ..... The design of the screw conveyor is therefore crucial. .... The following modified equation, for practical reasons, is used to calculate the oily flow leaving the
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Olive Oil 

The production cost of the method is rather high and its practical feasibility questionable ... refined olive oil-glycerol blends using sodium methoxide as a catalyst.
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C3 0W-30 Fully synthetic motor oil 

Fiat 9.55535-GS1, 9.55535-DS1 (meets requirements). Â·. Porsche C30. Â·. To find the right Shell Helix product for your vehicles and equipment, please consult Shell LubeMatch at: http://lubematch.shell.com. Â·. Page 1 of 2. Shell Helix Ultra ECT C2/C
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Liasse fiscale OIL EXPRESS 

31 dÃ©c. 2016 - Net. 3. A. CTIF. Immo. BIlISÃ©. Immobilisations incorporelles .... optionnel de taxation au tonnage des entreprises de transport maritime 998.
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Olive Oil .fr 

Uruguay in Latin America, and Italians took it to Australia. The significance ..... Since ancient times, olive oil has been a basic ingredient for beauty treatment and body care ... evaluated as a precious source of lighting and as a healing medium.
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residual fuel oil .fr 

The ash formed by the combustion of fuel oil (ASTM D-482, ASTM. D-2415, IP ...... ASTM D-1796, ASTM D-4007, IP 75, IP 359) by the centrifuge method. ... Manual. Pergamon Press, New York. Section B. Gruse, W.A., and Stevens, D.R. 1960.
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Le Peak Oil 

est donc : le progrès technique concernant la recherche de pétrole augmente ... coût et avec un savoirfaire technique « parfait », il s'agit d'une limite théorique).
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SALMON OIL PLUS 

brain and eyes, are naturally present in mother's milk. Infants, whose mothers consume foods rich in omega-3 fatty acids, have higher omega-3 fatty acid levels.
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Olive oil production 

account, as in Andalusia there are numerous oil mills with volumes of ..... pressing is finished, the liquid phase is taken to deposits (pots embedded in the.
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Check Those Oil Leaks 

it in the "Miniplane", I wanted to taxi test the airplane and run the engine long enough to gradually seat the rings. I no doubt ran it too long in this process and the.
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Oil leakage.pdf .fr 

the joint between the timing cover, the cylinder block and the cylinder head as well as leakage at the crankshaft seal. Well functioning crankcase ventila-.
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690 Oil Resistant 

11 sept. 2014 - EN 374-3 - 2003. JKL. J - N-HEPTANE. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6. L - ACIDE SULFURIQUE 96 %. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6. K - SOUDE CAUSTIQUE 40 %. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6.
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